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Abstract: As many domains employ ever more complex systems-of-systems,
capturing provenance among component systems is increasingly important.
Applications such as intrusion detection, load balancing, traffic routing, and
insider threat detection all involve monitoring and analyzing the data provenance.
Implicit in these applications is the assumption that “good” provenance is
captured (e.g. complete provenance graphs, or one full path). When attempting
to provide “good” provenance for a complex system of systems, it is necessary
to know “how hard” the provenance-enabling will be and the likely quality of the
provenance to be produced. In this work, we provide analytical results and
simulation tools to assist in the scoping of the provenance enabling process. We
provide use cases of complex systems-of-systems within which users wish to
capture provenance. We describe the parameters that must be taken into account
when undertaking the provenance-enabling of a system of systems. We provide
a tool that models the interactions and types of capture agents involved in a
complex systems-of-systems, including the set of known and unknown systems
in the environment. The tool provides an estimation of quantity and type of
capture agents that will need to be deployed for provenance-enablement in a
complex system that is not completely known.
Keywords: provenance, lineage, Agent Based Modelling, modelling and
simulation, complex systems
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Introduction

Provenance, the record of creation, update and activities that influence a piece of data,
is used to: understand if data was produced correctly (according to published
methodology, or according to policy); detect suspicious behavior within complex
systems; and, enable trust during cross-organizational collaboration [3]. The utility of
the provenance stream for these purposes is tied to what information is actually
collected, and how far through the system the provenance can “see”.
In our experience, when approached by government organizations seeking to
become provenance aware, the first question becomes: How much of the system must
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be provenance aware in order to utilize the provenance data stream in the desired
manner? One of the first considerations is how many capture agents are needed to have
good coverage of the system of systems. The next question is, which system(s), if
provenance-capture enabled, will give the most “bang for the buck”?
In other words, an analysis of the system of systems with the utility of the final
provenance data stream is required to put capture points at appropriate places.
Unfortunately, in many cases, the “full workflow” isn’t known because of system
complexity and human cognitive load. In the case of system complexity, large numbers
of systems exist to form a complex system of systems and no one person knows all
systems and their interactions. The people required to administer a system know about
their system, but not who is using it or why. The running joke in one IT center: Q:
“How do you know who is using your system?” A: “Turn it off and listen in the hallway
to who starts screaming.” Meanwhile, the users of the system, see it merely as a tool
and have no knowledge where the underlying data resides and what other systems may
be called by the backend. Additionally, human cognitive load also plays a part in
creating an inaccurate picture of the system-of-systems. When asked, users can
faithfully recite their top-used tools, but become increasingly vague and forgetful of
lesser used systems.
In this work, we extend a modelling tool designed to simulate the provenance data
stream within a complex system of systems, with varying types and distributions of
capture agents. The original work [12] was limited in that it allowed a user to specify
the number of systems in a system-of-systems, but merely arranged that number upon
a grid and randomly assigned how provenance was captured at each point. This work
is a marked divergence from [12]; it is designed to take in the major systems used in a
workflow that can be described with fidelity by users. It also models the “grey areas”,
those parts of the system that are not well-remembered or documented. The modelling
tool allows a user to specify the known systems, and how they are expected to connect.
Using this as a base, the tool will run simulations over that base with augmentations of
“grey systems”. The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. A simulation tool that analyzes how much provenance is captured in a system of
systems, including expansion of those systems to unknown and unspecified “grey
systems”.
2. A real-world use case from the US healthcare system that motivates the need for
anticipating “grey areas” in provenance capture.
3. An application of the tool that shows how the system performs over likely scenarios.
Section 2 discusses related work, in particular capturing provenance, and Agent Based
Modelling. In Section 3, we present foundations that describe the complex system of
systems and motivate this work. Section 4 contains a real world US healthcare use case.
The architecture of our system and details on its implementation are in Section 5, while
in Section 6, the model is executed over various sample systems. Finally, in Section 7
we conclude and highlight future work.
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Related Work

Provenance has been touted as a tool to assist with scientific collaboration [19, 20, 25].
Unlike the system-of-systems we describe above, most of these systems [4, 20, 25, 29]
constrain the user to a single management system. Many “execution platforms” can be
used, but with a central management system and user-defined system-of-systems,
provenance tracking can occur with a single capture point within these workflow
managers. [3, 9] describe provenance-based techniques for assessing data
trustworthiness. However, in order to use the provenance, as described above, it must
be captured.
2.1

Provenance Capture

As described in [10], we note that there are classes of provenance capture agents.
Coordination-points: In some systems-of-systems, there are “coordination points”.
Coordination points are systems or software that provide natural bottlenecks. Typically,
these are systems that help order, transmit and manage data and jobs. Examples of
current coordinate point capture points include MapReduce [24], UNIX kernel [22],
GIT [23], and Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) [2]. Workflow (and yes/no workflow)
management systems such as [4, 20, 25, 29] are also good coordination-points.
Dynamic instrumentation has the same effect as a coordination point on a given system
[26].
Application-based: In some cases, an application is so heavily used that it is
beneficial to expend the resources to capture provenance information from just that
application. Examples include [5, 11, 21].
Manual: Many standards, such as [1], include provenance as components of the
required metadata; in many instances, much of that information is populated by hand
by a data curator. Unless the user is particularly motivated to capture provenance,
manual capture points have very low capture rates. Of particular interest are hybrid
approaches in which the application itself is somewhat provenance-enabled, but the
user makes the final decision as to what is important and needs to be stored [19].
Provenance reconstruction work, such as [16] is not considered in this work since
the accuracy of this provenance is not always equal to that obtained via making
applications and systems provenance aware.
2.2

Provenance Simulation

There have been several efforts to simulate provenance information. Typically, these
revolve around creating samples of provenance artifacts. [8] creates sample provenance
graphs based on workflows and user rules. The PLUS system [3] has DAGAholic, a
tool that creates provenance graphs of specified size, connectivity, sub-graph patterns
(tree, star, etc.). Sample provenance graphs such as [7, 10] are available on GitHub
ProvBench. To our knowledge, there is no simulator that simulates capture points for a
system of systems.
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ABMs

Agent-Based Models (ABMs) are a type of distributed computational simulation in
which a set of autonomous, goal-seeking, perceptive agents interact with each other and
with their environment in order to achieve some outcome. ABMs originated in the field
of computer science, in particular with multi-agent system (MAS) and distributed
artificial intelligence (DAI). In DAI applications, a problem is defined such that it can
be addressed in parallel by the efforts of multiple independent agents. In MAS
applications, a number of agents address a problem in parallel by passing messages
among one another in a shared environment. ABMs combine the parallel and
distributed inter-agent communications of MAS applications with two-dimensional
Cellular Automata (CA) models that are used to form an artificial landscape with which
the agents may interact as well [13].
ABMs have been used in a variety of domains, including computational economics
[27], auction markets [14], social network analysis [17, 18], and public policy modeling
[6], to name a few.
In this study, an ABM is used as a computational platform to study the capture of
provenance information in a complex system of systems. The model consists of an
abstract landscape containing a network of arbitrarily connected agents, where the
agents are used to represent systems in an interconnected set of systems that share data.
The network also includes provenance monitoring agents as well, which represent
systems that are capable of detecting and logging provenance relevant transactions. As
time progresses in the simulation, information artifacts flow through the network, and
are subject to simulated update events which may or may not be observed by a
provenance monitoring agent, depending on the configuration of the original network
and the placement of provenance monitoring capabilities in the network. The ABM is
used as a modeling platform to study the interactions among systems in order to provide
quantitative metrics on the level of provenance obtained with a particular distribution
of provenance capture agents. Based on analysis of the simulated information flow, a
predefined agent connection topology, and a particular placement of provenance
monitoring systems in the simulation, various provenance management topologies can
be quantitatively compared and evaluated.

3

Foundations

To reiterate the problem, when looking to understand a system of systems, interviews
and code reviews are performed to understand systems touched and their interactions.
The techniques uncover a set of found, known systems, 𝑁𝐹 , and their interactions, 𝐸𝐹 .
We assume that the actual graph of interconnected systems, 𝑆, is:
𝑆 ⊇ (𝑁𝐹 , 𝐸𝐹 )
𝑆 may also contain grey systems (i.e., those that are not well-remembered or
documented), 𝑁𝐺 , and as yet unfound connections 𝐸𝐺 . Thus, the number of systems in
the system of systems, 𝑆, is bounded by:
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|𝑁𝐹 | ≤ |𝑁| ≤ |𝑁𝐹 | + |𝑁𝐺 |
Meanwhile, the number of interactions, 𝐼, possible is bounded by:
|𝐸𝐹 | ≤ |𝐼| ≤ (|𝑁𝐹 | + |𝑁𝐺 |)2
Each 𝐼 is an interaction between systems over which data may flow during the
execution of a user’s tasks; each 𝐼 represents a possible edge in a provenance graph.
Even with low numbers of grey systems, there can be large numbers of interactions that
are missing from the provenance record. [10] contains provenance datasets that
highlight how a poor choice in capture agents create holes in the provenance record and
re-enforce the grey system’s absence from the record. Unfortunately, as we discuss in
subsequent sections, the systems-of-systems we are concerned about have a large
number of 𝑁𝐹 and a possibly large number of 𝑁𝐺 . In addition, each system, either
known or grey, has the potential to be provenance-enabled through a capture agent. We
utilize the general categories described in Section 2: coordination point, application,
and manual.
The goal is to determine where the best systems are to place capture agents, and type
of capture agent. We assume that capture agents are expensive to build, deploy and
maintain, and thus wish to minimize the number of capture agents while still capturing
“good” provenance. There are several choices for “good provenance”, depending on
the desired usage of the provenance. An example set of “good” evaluations could be:
 100% of all provenance is captured
 80% of all possible provenance is captured
 At least 1 complete path between a source and sink exists
In the degenerate case, if we assume that every system in 𝑆 can only support an
application-based capture point, then it is easy to determine the minimum number of
capture agents by inspection. If “good” is complete provenance, then every system must
be provenance enabled; if “good” is 1 path from source to sink, then the shortest path
can be provenance-enabled, etc. However, the problem quickly becomes trickier.
Assuming that any system can be made a coordination point, that is, it can record the
provenance for itself and all systems connected to it, then asking if there is a way to
capture complete provenance in fewer than k capture points becomes the NP-complete
Vertex Cover problem. For this reason, we utilize a modelling and simulation approach.

4

Use Case: Provenance in the US Healthcare System of
Systems

In the US Healthcare system, key stakeholders include Patients, Providers, Payers,
and Public Health. Each stakeholder has different incentives, and each maintains
information about medical events, but at different levels of detail and for various
reasons. The medical records and associated healthcare information illustrate the
problems found in data provenance in a complex system of systems.
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Fig. 1. Depiction of the medical record as it moves through providers. Some providers modify
the record and send it back to the generalist’s system. Others become an off-shoot. Systems in
grey are part of the complex system of systems, but are not easily identified.

Consider the situation in which a patient is seeking medical care for a non-acute
condition, for which an episode of care typically spans 6-8 months and involves
coordination with generalists and specialists. Assume that the patient has medical
insurance coverage under a private plan or a state sponsored health care exchange
managed under the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Assume too, that the patient’s main
provider is part of a hospital-based physician’s group. The patient first seeks care from
his primary care physician. An initial set of medical records is generated based on this
encounter. Based on a preliminary diagnosis, the patient is referred to two specialists
and to a lab. The lab and one of the specialists is also a part of the hospital-based group.
Because the traffic between these entities is high, the IT and physicians understand how
the patient’s record gets passed between them. If provenance capture was desired, it
would be trivial to analyze these interactions and find the appropriate provenance
capture points. Unfortunately, the second specialist and the special lab she sent our
patient to are not in the hospital’s network; it is unlikely that either of these systems
would be remembered for inclusion in a large-reaching provenance system. Assume the
patient is advised to seek physical therapy, and choses to do so close to work, not at the
hospital. Again, the patient’s medical record is passed to the physical therapist, but the
therapist in effect runs a grey system – one essential to tracking the movement of the
patient’s record, but outside the well-worn and understood tracks of the hospital’s innetwork system. Fig. 1 shows the movement of the patient’s health record, and both the
known and grey systems in the complex system of systems.

5

The Model and Tool

The provenance capture simulator is built using NetLogo [28]. It has two operating
modes: default, as described in [12] and user-assisted as we describe here. The model
incorporates:
 Types of capture agents:
o Coordination points capture provenance for themselves and any systems that
interact with them.
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Fig. 2. a) Sample of a myExperiment workflow, BiomartAndEMBOSSAnalysis. The grey
systems in this case are demarked by grey circles; b) A sample execution of the tool using the
systems in 2a. Colored boxes and circles are known systems and grey systems respectively.
Along the left, the user can specify the number of coordination-points, application-based and
manual capture points to be used amongst the grey systems during the permutations, or the
system can run through permutations randomly choosing capture types.










o Application-based capture provenance for themselves only
o Manual provenance capture based on a human recording the provenance. We
assume that humans are lazy provenance agents, and only capture 10% of the
time
o None: no capture agent exists in this system
Known systems, 𝑁𝐹 , as specified by the user
The interactions between the known system, 𝐸𝐹
The capture agent type for each known system, chosen from: coordination point,
application, manual, or none.
A set number of unknown, grey, systems, |𝑁𝐺 |
A maximum number of possible connections between grey systems
The average number of connections a grey system may have, as specified by the user
A user defined number of coordination-point application-based, manual and donothing capture agents to be distributed among the grey systems.
The probability a piece of data will be directed along a new path. Data will always
go through the set paths, and probability of 𝑃 that it will also move down a second
or third path at any node that has a degree > 1.

Our goal is to produce provenance streams that are useful. Obviously, usefulness is
defined by the ultimate usage of the provenance data stream. For instance, for intrusion
detection, seeing as close to 100% of the provenance as possible would detect the
greatest number of possible anomalies. Determining trustworthiness based on data path
similarity as in [9] we are looking for a complete path from source to sink for every
data item.
The user of the simulation system specifies the known systems, and the types of
capture agents they can support. Remember, only certain types of systems can be a
coordination point (e.g. service bus, web proxy, message router, etc.), and otherwise
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Fig. 3. Workflow 3 from Table 1 run with varying ratios of capture types; b) Workflow 5 from
Table 1 run with varying ratios of capture types. The x-axis indicates the quantity of each type
of capture agent: No Capture – Manual Capture – Application-based – Coordination Point.

can only be an application-based capture agent. Additionally, the user can specify how
the systems are actually connected. Using this as a backbone, the system then randomly
generates grey systems and their connections across that backbone. Fig. 2 shows a
sample execution.
Using this execution, and defining the allowed number and type of application
agents, the output provenance can be analyzed to see if it meets the user’s specification
of “good” provenance. The simulation itself runs through permutations of grey system
configurations, allowing the best, worst and average amount of provenance a given
system of systems can capture to be highlighted.

6

Results and Discussion

The point of this section is to show that the tool can be run over any user-specified
system-of-systems with different configurations, connections, grey-systems and
capture agents. To this end, the tool is run on a standard laptop, and realistic system
configurations were used, although chosen with little attention to the systems
themselves. The system was run on a Mac with OSX 10.9.5 4. The system has a core
processor speed of 2.7GB with 16GB RAM. Despite being run on a modest laptop, the
simulations took on average less than a minute to run.
In an attempt to find descriptions of real, complex systems-of-systems, we turn to
pre-defined workflows in myExperiment [15]. While all of the workflow technologies
have strong provenance capture as discussed in Section 2, and have no need to analyze
what systems involved may need capture agents, the workflows themselves provide a
nice, bounded set of realistic system configurations. To showcase this tool, we chose
first 5 workflows from myExperiment that satisfied the “runnable” facet, and chose 1
path from source to sink to represent known systems. All others are considered grey
systems. Within the known systems, any system with > 3 edges in the workflow, is
considered a coordination-point. For all other known systems, we rotate through
application-based, manual and none, assigning them at random to the known systems.
Fig. 2 shows an example workflow from myExperiment that was translated into known
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and unknown systems. We chose a path from source to sink as the known systems. The
remaining systems we circled in grey. When actually executing the tool over this
description, the edges between grey systems will be lost and substituted in randomly,
since by definition we do not know any of the grey systems or their interactions. Table
1 describes the workflows chosen for the tool showcase.
Table 1. The MyExperiments wokflows used to create reasonable system of system
connections for showcasing the tool
Name

Total
System
s

|𝑵𝑭 | Known
Coord / App /
Manual
/
None

|𝑵𝑮 | Grey
Coordpoint

1

Trivial US Healthcare Example

6

3

1/1/1/1

3

0

2

Unnested_qtl_pathway_3
by Antoon Goderis

12

4

1/1/1/1

8

1

3

BiomartAndEMBOSSAnalysis
by Alan Williams

13

5

1/2/1/1

8

1

4

EBI_ClustalW2
by Hamish McWilliam

21

4

2 / 1 /1 / 1

17

1

5

PathwaysandGeneannotationsforQTLregion
by Paul Fisher

61

8

2/2/2/2

53

8

Using this sampling of complex system of systems, we can explore the functionality
of the tool. First we take #3 and #5 from Table 1 and show how user knowledge and
graph connectivity can impact how easy or hard it is to get “good” provenance.
Fig. 3 shows snapshots of runs for #3 and #5 in which we vary the ratios of capture
agent types. We do not show all combinations of coordination-point, application-based,
manual and no capture, just a small selection. For graph #3, almost half of the systems
are known, and those known systems form a direct path from source to sink (see Figure
2). Given the assignment of coordination points, the set of known provenance systems
is guaranteed to meet the criteria of two of our “good” provenance metrics (at least 1
path through the graph, and 80% provenance captured). Figure 3a shows this in detail.
No matter the provenance capture points deployed in the unknown systems, “good”
provenance capture given what is known about the system is very likely. In other words,
the tool provides a checkpoint for whether the user must invest more time and effort
hunting down and provenance enabling the last few grey systems that may exist. In this
case, the answer is a resounding “no” and the user may feel confident that the
provenance from her system of systems is “good”. On the other hand, the execution
over graph #5 tells a different story. In the case of #5, only a very small subset of
systems is known (e.g. because a user has just started exploring what to provenanceenable). Fig. 3b shows a spread of possible distributions of coordination-points,
application-based, manual and no capture through the grey systems. While the ratios
chosen represent the same spread as in Fig. 3a, the resulting provenance is not
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Fig. 4. Each graph from Table 1 has been run with grey system capture agents in the following
ratio: 10% coordination point, 30% application-based, 30% manual, 30% no capture.

necessarily as good. The tool helps the user recognize that better consideration of grey
systems is in order.
Although it is expected that this tool will be used by an individual trying to
provenance enable a very specific complex system, and hence will be used as we
described above, varying numbers and types of capture points, we wish to highlight that
the tool can function over any setup of size and number of provenance graphs. Fig. 4
shows the amount of provenance captured when running each complex system from
Table 1, using the following arrangement. The known systems and their capture types
is fixed. Of the grey systems, 10% are coordination points, 30% are application-based,
30% are manual and 30% are no capture agent defined. As is expected, our very simple
graph #1 that has only a few grey systems does very well. It is supported by the larger
number of systems that are known and provenance enabled. At the other end of the
spectrum is graph #5 that has a greater set of grey systems than known systems. In other
words, the tool can help a user estimate how much provenance will be captured in a
complex system, and allow the user to determine if that is good enough.

7

Future Work and Conclusion

Until now, we have made the assumption that all provenance capture agents cost the
same amount to implement and maintain, and we are merely attempting to maximize
the provenance captured while reducing the overall number of required provenance
capture agents. Unfortunately, this assumption is incorrect. In our experience, creating
a provenance capture agent for a commercial off the shelf (COT) tool, such as Palantir 1
or SpectorSoft [10], is harder and more costly than open source (OS), such as MuleSoft
ESB [2] because the code is proprietary and not always easily accessible. Worse, there
is no community of developers willing and able to provide insight into how the code is
organized. Given that the cost of capture agents can vary widely, a natural extension to
this model would focus on minimizing the cost of capture agent creation instead of

1

www.palantir.com
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minimizing the number of capture agents. In other words, a utility function needs to be
created that minimizes cost and maximizes “good” provenance capture.
In this work, we describe complex systems-of-systems that users wish to capture
provenance within. Because understanding these systems is difficult, and only a subset
of systems is typically identified by users, we introduce the notion of a grey system.
We provide a tool that models the set of known and grey systems, altering the
interactions among all component systems and types of capture agents involved. Using
this tool, an estimation of quantity and type of capture agents that will need to be
deployed can be found.
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